List of Requirements

1. High Flow Nasal Cannula:
   High flow nasal cannula oxygen therapy device for respiratory support in COVID-19 patients in ICU wards and emergency department. Should quote rate of one heated wire patient breathing tube and rate of one nasal cannula separately.

Note:
1. Equipments should be offered with three years warranty from the date of installation and should mention the prices for 6 years CMC in the quotation
2. Prices quoted should be inclusive of all taxes and other levies
3. Equipments offered should have Service centers in Karnataka and details of service centers should be enclosed with quotation.
4. Alternate model should not be quoted.
5. Quality certificates, Technical brochure and other equipment details should be submitted along with quotation.
6. Stock Details and supply capability should be declared in the quotation.
7. GST certificate should be submitted along with quotation.